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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies general linear recurrences of the form, 
re--1 
b~ = ~"  j3~,kbk 
k=l  
where for some fixed A > B > 0 and A > 1, 
fln,k • [ -A , -B ] ,  
(for n > 2), (1.1) 
(1.2) 
for 1 < k < n - 1 and n > 2. Without loss of generality, we will assume that bl = 1. 
Here, we are interested in the structure of the bounding sequence {U,} defined by 
U,~ = Us (A,B) defmax{]b~] : {b~} and {/3w} satisfy (1.1) and (1.2)}, (1.3) 
for n > 1. 
We will prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1 With {U3} defined as in (1.3), 
A, if n = 2, 
max{A 2 -B ,A -B2},  if n=3,  
U~ = A(A 2 - 2B + 1), if n = 4, 
A 4 - 3A2B + B 2 - B, if n = 5, 
AU~- I+(1-B)U , -2 ,  if n>6.  
In [1], an explicit form for U~ was obtamed for the complimentary case of intervals which 
contain zero, i.e., when (1.2) is replaced by 3n,k E I-A, B] for A > B _> 0. The reader is referred 
to [1] and the references therein for discussion of applications to applicable bounds for reciprocal 
of power series and inverses of triangular matrices. 
We remark that our results and those in [1] leave open the following question regarding subin- 
tervals of the negative unit interval. 
OPEN QUESTION. What is the value of {Un} when in place of (1.2), we consider (for some fixed 
I>C>D>0) ,  
Z~,k e [ -C , -D] .  (1.4) 
Linear recurrences a  in (1.1) arise in investigation ofpower series. For related results involving 
restricted coefficients within that realm see [2-8]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section, we will provide a collection of definitions and preliminary results. Suppose {b~} 
and {fl~,3} satisfy (1.1) and (1.2) with bi -- 1. 
First, for n >_ 1, let 
P'~= E bk and N~= E bk. (2.1) 
l<k<n l<k<n 
b~ :>O bk <O 
Note that {P~} is nondecreasing and {N~} is nonincreasing. 
The following elementary bound on follows from (1.1) and (1.2). 
LEMMA 1. For n > 2, 
-AP~- i  - BNn- I  <_ b~ <_ -BP~- i  - ANn- i  (2.2) 
and 
-AP~- I  - BN~- I  < -BP~- I  - AN~- I .  (2.3) 
PROOF. By (1.1) and (1.2), 
n-1  
bn = E fln,kbk 
k=l 
>_-A 
l<k<n-1  
bkkO 
= -APn-1  - BNn-1.  
bk -- B E bk 
l<k<n- I  
b~<0 
The upper bound m (2 2) follows by a similar argument and (2.3) follows from 
-BPn-1  - AN,~_I - ( -APn-1  - BNn-1)  = (A - B) (Pn-1 - Nn-1) > O. 
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THEOREM 2. We have U2 = A and 0-3 = max{A 2 - B,  A - B2} .  
PROOF. By (1.1), we have bl = 1 and 
b2 =/32,1bl =/~2,1 E I -A , -B ] .  
Thus,  we have 
U2=A 
and 
P2 = bl -- 1, 
N2 = b2 e [ -A , -B ] .  
By Lemma 1, -AP2  - BN2 <_ b3 <_ -BP2  - AN2 and 
-AP2  - BN2 >_ -A  (1) - B ( -B )  = B 2 - A, 
-BP2  - AN2 <_ -B  (1) - A ( -A )  = A 2 - B > 0. 
Hence, B 2 - A < b3 _ A 2 - B. 
If B 2 - A _> 0, i.e., A - B 2 < 0, then, 
U3 = A 2 -B  =max{A 2 -B ,A -B2}.  
If B 2 - A < 0, then 
U3 = max {]A 2 - B[ , ]B 2 -  AI} = max{A 2 -B ,A -  B2} .  
NOTE 1. The value of A - B 2 is greater than  that  of A - B 2 only in the small  region, 
{ /} (A ,B) :OAB<land l<A<-~ 1 + X/1 + 4B-  4B 2 . 
This  region is shown in Figure 1. 
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(2.4) 
(2.5) 
LEMMA 2. 
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Figure 1. The region m which A - B 2 is greater than A 2 - B. 
I f  B <_ 1, n >_ 2, and 
-AP ,~- I  - BNn-1  < 0 < -BPn-1  - ANd_ l ,  (2.6) 
-AP,~ - BN,~ < 0 < -BP ,~ - ANn.  (2.7) 
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PROOF. The result is trivial for B = 0. 
Suppose b~ > 0. Then, N ,  = Nn-1 and by Lemma 1, we have 0 <_ b, < -BP , - I  - AN,_ I  
and 
P . -~ < P .  < P~- I  - BP . -1  - AN._~ = (1 - B )  P . _~ - AN._ I .  
Hence, 
and since 0 < B < 1, 
APn + BNn >_ APn-1 + BNn-~ >_ O, 
BP~ + ANN <_ B[(1 - B)P~_~ - ANn-x] + AN~_x 
= (1 - B)(BPn-1 + ANd- l )  
<_0. 
The case for b~ < 0 follows by a similar argument 
COROLLARY 1. If B < 1, then 
-AP ,  - BNn < 0 < -BP~ - ANn, for n > 2. (2.8) 
PROOF. First by (1.1) and (1.2), bl = 1 and b2 = /~2,~b~ =/~2,1 E [ -A , -B ] .  Thus, we have 
P2 = bl = 1 and N2 = b2 C [ -A , -B ] ,  and hence, 
-AP2 - BN2 <_ A (B - 1) < 0 < B (A - 1) < -BP2  - AN2. 
Equation (2.8) follows by induction via Lemma 2. 
DEFINITION 1. Let {b~}~n=l be an instance of {b~}~n=l for which [bn[ attains the bound Un. We 
denote the {flw}, {P*} and {N,} corresponding to this instance by {~w), {/5), and {N,), 
respectively. 
NOTE 2. The sequence { ~}~=1 is defined such that [b,[ U,. It is not required that [b,[ U, 
for 1 <~<n-1 .  
{b,},=l NOTE 3. Whenever b~ is used in this paper, we always assume that it is coming from - ~ 
with I/~nl = U~. The value of n should be clear from the context. 
LEMMA 3. For n > 4, b,~ and b,,-1 must have alternating signs and, specifically, we either have 
/~ = A (B - 1) Pn-2 + (A 2 - B) N~_~ < 0 and b~-I -- -BP . -2  - A/Y~-2 >_ 0, (2.9) 
or  
b~ = (A2-B)/5~_2 + A (B -  1) N~-2 > 0 
PROOF. From (2.2), 
and bn-1 = -A /5~-2-BN~-2  < 0. (2.10) 
-A/Sn_2 - B19,~_2 < b~-i < -B/Sn_2 - A/9~_2. 
Depending on the signs of -A/Sn_2 - B/Yn-2 and -B/5,,_2 - ANn-2, there are three cases to 
consider. 
CASE 1. (-A/Sn_2 - B/Y~-2 _< 0 and -B/5~_2 - AN~-2 _> 0). 
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By (1.1), 
n-2  
k=l 
1<~<~-2 1<k<~-2 (2.11) 
b~0 bk<:0 
= A (B - 1) P~-2 + (A 2 - B) fir~_2. 
Equality holds for (2.11) when ~-1  -- -BP~_:  - A2~_:  > 0 and F~,~_, = -A .  
Similarly, 
n--2 
~ = E~o,~+~ . . . .  ~so_~ 
k=l 
1<z<__~-2 1<k<~-2 (2.12) 
bk>0 bk<0 
<_ (-BP,~_~ - ANn_~) - A(-AP~_~ - BR,~_2) 
= (A  ~ - B)P,~_: + A(B - 1)/5/n_2. 
Equality holds for (2.12) when bn-; = -A/5~-2 - B/V,~-2 < 0 and f~n,n-~ = -A .  
Note, by (2.3), the RHS in (2.11) is negative and the RHS in (2.12) is positive, and hence, we 
either have (2.9) or (2.10). 
CASE 2, (-AP,~_~ - BS&_2 > 0 and -BP~_2 - AN,~-2  > 0). 
By a similar argument o that in Case 1, we either have 
bn-1 = -B/5~-2 - AN~_~ > 0, (2.13) 
or 
b~ : A (B - 1) P~-2 + (A s - B) N~-2 
= -APn_2  - B fCn_2  - A ( -B t )n_2  - ANn_2)  
<~ 0, 
(2.14) 
~n_l = -AP, ,_~ - B2n_2 > O, (2.1~) 
b,~ = B(A  - 1)/5~_2 + (B 2 - A)Nn-2. (2.16) 
Note that the RHS in (2.14) is more negative than that of (2.16) and thus, has a larger absolute 
value if the latter is nonpositive. 
Suppose the RHS of (2.16) is positive. We have Nn-2 < - (A /B)D,~_2  and by Corollary 1, 
B>I .  
Hence, 
IA (B - 1) P~_: + (A ~ - B) ~_~ - B (A - 1) P~_~ + (B 2 - A) 
= -A(B  - 1)P~-2 - (A 2 - B)/V~-2 - B (A - 1)Pn-2 - (B 2 - A) N- -2  
= - [A (B - 1) ÷ B (A - 1)]/5n_2 - [g (A - 1) + S (B - 1)] ]~/n-2 
_>-[A(B-1)+B(A-1)] /5~_2-[A(A-1)+B(B-1)]  -~ ~-2 
= (A s - m)  (A - 1) p~_~ >_ 0, 
B 
and thus, (2.15) and (2.16) do not hold. 
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CASE 3. ( -A[ 'n -2  - BN,~-2 < 0 and -B/5~_2 - A/V~-2 < 0). 
By a similar argument o that in Case 2, we have 
b, - I  = -APn-2  - B~[n-2 < O, 
b, = A(B  - 1)Nn-2 + (d 2 - B)/5,_2 > 0. 
DEFINITION 2. Let {/~} be a speclal case of {b~} obtained by setting 
f lw=~*,3={-B '  i f z_= jmod(2) ,  
-A ,  if i 7~ j rood (2). 
(2.17) 
(2.1S) 
(2.19) 
LEMMA 4. We have 
81 = 1, (2.20) 
82 = -A ,  (2.21) 
b3 = A 2 - B, (2.22) 
b4 = -A  (A 2 -2B + 1), (2.23) 
and 
b5 = A 4 - 3A2B + B 2 - B .  (2.24) 
PROOF. The proof is achieved by direct computation. 
NOTE 4. Note that U1 = 81 and U2 = -82. If (A, B) is not in (2.5), we also have Ua = 83. 
LEMMA 5. For n >_ 4, 
8n = -Abn-1 + (1 - B)8n_2. (2.25) 
PROOF. By Definition 2 and (1.1), 
n--3 
n--3 
= E/3n-2 , ,b ,  + (-B)/~,~-2 + ( -g )8n-1  
= 8~_2 + ( -B)8~-2 + (-A)8~_l  
= (1 - B)8 _2 - AS _l. 
LEMMA 6. {bn) is alternating. 
PROOF. From Lemma 4, it is not hard to see that the first three terms of {bn} are alternating 
and for n = 3, we have 
8,~ = { -BPn_~ - AN,~_~ > O, 
-AP,~- i  - BN,~_I < O, 
if n is odd, 
(2.26) 
if n is even. 
Assume (2.26) is true for 3 < n < k - 1 and ~'8 lk-1 is alternating. Without loss of generality, I ~Jz=l 
suppose k is odd. Then, k - 1 is even, and thus, we have 
8k-1 = -APk-2  - BNk-2  < O. 
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Definition 2 and (1.1) give 
l<~<k-i l _~z<k- i  
k Is odd k 18 even 
l<z_<k-1  l<t<k- -1  
k ls odd k ls even 
= -BPk-z  - ANk_ I  
= -SPk-2 -  A (Nk-2  + bk-1)  
= -BPk-2  - A [(Nk-2 - APk-2  - BNk-2]  
= ( -BPk-2  - ANk-2)  - A ( -APk-2  - BNk-2) ,  
which, by the induction assumption and (2.3), ls positive. 
The case when k is even is similar, and the proof is finished by mathematical induction. 
3. WHEN B < 1 AND n > 4 
In this section, we consider the case where B _< 1 and n > 4. 
LEMMA 7. When B <_ 1 and n >_ 4, bn, b , -1  and b~-2 must  have alternat ing signs, specif ically 
we have one of  the fol lowing two possibilities. 
(1) (sgn(bn-2), sgn(/~.~-l), sgn(b.)) = (+, - ,  +) and 
b._~ = -BP . -a  - ANn-3  > 0, (3.1) 
bn-1 = A (8 - 1)/5,_3 + (A 2 - B) N , -a  
: -AP~_~ - 8~._~ - A ( -B /5~_~ - A~-3)  < O, 
(3.2) 
k / 
(2) 
and 
b,~ = [(A 2 -  B)(1 - B)/5n_3 -- A (A 2 -  2B + 1)] N. -3  
= -Abn-1  + (1 - B) b,-2 > 0; 
(sgn(bn_2), sgn(bn-1), sgn(b.)) = ( - ,  +, - )  and 
b,~-2 = -AP ,~-3  - B iV ,_3  < O, 
bn-1 = (A 2 - B)/5.--3 "+- A (B - 1) -/'Q'n-3 
- -  -Bp,,_3- ` 4~,~_3- ,4 (-,4/5,,_3- 8 ~,,_~) > o, 
and 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
b~ = -A  (A 2 - 2B + 1)/5n_3 + (A 2 -- B) (1 - B) -N~-3 
= -Al) , -1 + (1 - B)b, -2  < 0. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
PROOF. From Lemma 3, we know that b, and l)n--i must have alternating signs. 
If (sgn(bn_2) , sgn(bn_x) , sgn(1)n)) = (+, - ,  +), by (2.10), 
Ib~l = (A 2 - B) /5~-2 + A(B  - 1)N~-2 
= (A 2 - B)(/5~-3 +/~--2) + A(B  - 1)fi/.-a. 
(3 9) 
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If (sgn(bn-2), sgn(bn-0,sgn(bn)) = (+, +, - ) ,  by (2.9), 
~ = - [A (B-  1)15o-5 + (A2_ B) ~_~] 
(a.lo) 
--~ - - [A (B-1) (Pn-3  ÷bn-2)  -~-( A2-  B)J%rn_3] . 
In both cases, a larger value for bn-2 gives a larger value for b~. Thus, from (2.2), bn-2 = 
-B/hn-3 - AN~-a. Substituting this into (3.9) and (3.10), and taking the difference gives 
+.)1  + + 
= [(A - 1)(A + B)] [(1 - B) 15n-a + (1 - A) N~-3] 
1 
> 0, 
(sgn(bn-2), sgn(b~-l), sgn(b~)) cannot be (+, + , - ) ,  and if 
(sgn(bn-2), sgn(b,~-l), sgn(b~)) = (+, - ,  +), 
then b,-2, D,~-I, and b~ are as in (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), respectively. 
A similar proof shows that (sgn(b,~_2), sgn(b~_l), sgn(bn)) cannot be ( - ,  - ,  +), and if 
(sgn(1)n-2), sgn(bn-1), sgn(bn)) --- ( - ,  ÷ , - ) ,  
then b~-2, b~-l, and/,,~ are as in (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7), respectively. 
THEOREM 3. When B < 1, 
U4 = A (A 2 - 2B + 1). (3.11) 
PROOF. By definition, b2 <- 0. Thus, by Lemma 7, (sgn(b2), sgn(t)3), sgn(b4)) must be ( - ,  + , - ) .  
By (3.7), we have 
U4 = - [ -A (A  2 - 2B + 1)t51 + (A 2 - B)(1 - B)/~'I] 
= - [ -A (A  2 - 2B  + 1)(1) + (a  2 - B) (1  - B)(0)] 
= A(A  2 - 2B + 1). 
THEOREM 4. When B <_ 1, Un :-- [bn], for n :> 4. 
PROOF. From Lemma 4 and Theorem 3, U4 = Ib4]. 
Suppose U~ = Ib~l for 4 < z < n - 1. 
From Lemma 7, and more specifically, (3.4) and (3.8), we know that 
b~ = -Ab~- i  + (1 -/~)b~-2, (3.12) 
where bn-2 is of the same sign as and bn-1 is of opposite sign to b,~. Hence, we have 
U~ = Ib~] = A]b~-ll + (1 - B)lb~_21 _< AU~-I  + (1 - B)Un-2.  (3.13) 
Now, from (3.13), and Lemmas 5 and 6, we have 
u~ > Ib~l = Albn-ll + (1 - B)lbn-21 = AU._ I  + (1 - B)U._2 >__ U,~. 
Thus, we have U~ = ]bnl- The proof is completed by inductmn 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1 when B _< 1 and n __ 4. We now turn to the proof of 
Theorem 1, when B > 1 and n > 4. 
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4. WHEN B > 1 AND n > 4 
In this section, we consider the case when B > 1 and n > 4. 
For convenience, when B > 1, we modify the original problem to allow bl to be 1 or -1 .  In 
switching bl from 1 to -1 ,  while keeping the values of all/3,d unchanged, only the signs of every 
term in {bk} change but the original moduli are preserved. Hence, this modified problem yields 
the same U, as the original problem and in the modified problem U,~ = max{bn : b, _> 0}. 
LEMMA 8. f f  B > 1 and bn >- O, where n > 4, we have 
(1 - B) bm/5~_m + bm+lNn-,~, for 0 < m < n and m is odd, 
bn = bm+l/5~_m + (1 - B) bruNn-m, for 0 < m < n and m is even. 
(4.1) 
PROOF. From Lemma 3, we know (4.1) is true for m=l .  Suppose (4.1) is true for 1 < m _< k - 1. 
If k is odd, then from the induction assumption, we have 
Note also that 
/hn-k+i =/hn-k + b,,-k+i and Nn-k+l = Nn-k, if bn-k+i _> 0, 
Pn-k+l = Pn-k and Yn-k+l = gn-k Jv bn-k+l, if bn-k+l < O. 
From Lemma 6 and condition B > 1, we know that bk > 0 and (1 -B) / )k_ l  > 0. So, a 
more positive /hn_k+l would give a larger ]bn] than a more negative N, -k+l .  Thus, we have 
bn-k+l = -BP , -k  - AN, -k  and so we have 
Dn = bk (tff::)n_k"}-bn_k-~l) -(1-- B) Dk_lNn_k 
: bk (ff~n-k -- BPn-k -  Alan-k) + (1 -  B) bk-lNn-k 
-- (1 - B)/~kP,~-k + [-A/)k + (1 -- B) bk-1] 
= (1 - B)   kPn-k + 
The argument when k is even is very similar and the proof is completed by mathematical 
induction. 
THEOREM 5. For n > 4, i fB  > 1, U~ = ]bn[. 
PROOF. In the modified problem, we only need to consider the case when bn -> 0. From (4.1), 
we have 
{bnP1 + (1 - B) b.-1N1, if n is odd, 
b~ = (1 - B) /~-1P1 + bnNl, if n is even. 
(4.2) 
Note that (P1,N1) can only be (1,0) or (0, -1) .  
If n is odd, then b~ > 0 and (1 - B)b~-i  > 0, so we would choose (P1, N1) to be (1, 0), and 
hence, bn = bn. 
If n is even, then b~ < 0 and (1 - B) /~- I  < 0, so we would choose (P1, N1) to be (0, -1) ,  and 
hence, b~ = b~. 
So, combining both cases, we have IUn[ = ]/~]. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Theorem 1 now follows from Theorems 2-5 and Lemmas 4 and 5. 
We restate that our results leave open the case of subintervals of the negative unit interval. 
The  results herein and in [I] give that the sequence in (1.3) eventually satisfies a second-order 
recurrence for all other intervals. We conjecture that the same holds for the remaining cases. 
However,  it appears that novel techniques will be needed. 
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